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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
James Cook University has invested significant resources into energy
management programs in recent years, identifying energy efficiency
projects and infrastructure upgrades as a robust method of reducing
operating and maintenance costs in relation to energy consumption and
peak demand. JCU’s expenditure on electricity and related services is
significant and large savings can be achieved with well managed projects
in a short time period.
Effective management of energy supply, consumption and associated
energy infrastructure is essential for minimising JCU’s expenses and
exposure to financial risk in future years in a rapidly changing energy
market.
Water management has become an increasingly important issue in recent
years, with major increases in water charges on the Townsville Campus
meaning the business case for water efficiency projects is more
favourable.
JCU, led by the Estate Directorate needs to explore every possible
opportunity to reduce operating costs, and look towards new and
different methods for conserving energy and reducing utility costs –
executing an efficient energy and water management programme is
essential – this document is the roadmap to achieve these objectives.
The general goals of the Strategic Energy and Water Management Plan
(SEWMP) are to document and publish strategies to:
• Comply with, or exceed basic legislative requirements
• Meet or exceed the intent of the JCU sustainability statement
This document is also used to:
• Define scopes and progress of current initiatives and programmes of
work
• List, evaluate and prioritise high level future opportunities to reduce
energy and water consumption

i

• Document capital and operating investments and expenditure to realise
the required reductions
• Obtain buy‐in within JCU’s SMG to enable a culture change at JCU to
exemplify leadership in campus energy and water efficiency
Sixteen individual elements of energy and water management are
discussed, these are either established or proposed management
strategies or reduction opportunities, and are presented in the following
sequence:
• Policies, guidelines and principles governing the way we do business
• Programmes or projects recently completed or currently underway
• Operational opportunities
• Utility management methods and opportunities
• Future opportunities
The elements of this plan are presented using the project‐on‐a‐page
concept; in similar formats to show relative scope, effort and rewards ‐
explained in detail on the legend page (v).
Each initiative or programme is further developed and supported by
detailed project motivation documentation, as appropriate, outside the
scope of this document, which is intended as a summary.
In this inaugural edition, we have not totalled the expected energy and
water consumption reductions through implementing the initiatives
identified in the SEWMP, this will be documented in future editions.
This document will be updated on annual basis by the Estate Directorate
to track initiative progress and ensure we keep abreast of the latest
changes and technologies in energy and water management.
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JCU ENERGY FACTS

JCU is an active member of the Tertiary Education Facilities Management Association (TEFMA) and together with sixty‐two similar institutions took
part in the 2013 Benchmark Report. This process ensures consistency of reported data with an external auditor for checks and balances. The
information provided for that process is shown below with some indication on how the JCU campuses compare with the average Australian
participant. Our student numbers are reflected as 11,802 (Equivalent Full Time Student Load) and our total Gross Floor Area (GFA) is 185,219 m2
ENERGY
Energy Consumption:
125,239 GJ
Energy Consumption:
0.68 GJ/m2
Energy Consumption:
10.61 GJ/EFTSL
Energy Cost:
$4,837,474
Energy Cost:
$26.10/m2
Energy Cost:
$410/EFTSL
Energy Cost:
$0.14/kWh

WATER
Water Consumption:
522,731 klitres
Water Consumption:
2.82 kl/m2
Water Consumption:
44.3 kl/EFTSL
Water Purchase Cost:
$1,141,236
Water Disposal Cost:
$ 685,060
Total Water Cost:
$3.49/kl
Total Water Cost:
$9.86/m2

While we use energy more efficiently than
the average Australian Tertiary Education
Institution, our per capita consumption and
overall costs are less competitive – with
room for improvement.

While our total costs per kilolitre of water
is close to the average Australian Tertiary
Education Institution, our per capita and
per GFA consumption and overall costs are
significantly less competitive.

Fast facts:
• Energy consumption costs JCU $410 per
full time student
• JCU emits nearly 25,000 tonnes of CO2
emissions from electricity consumption
annually

Fast facts:
• Our campuses use the equivalent
amount of water as filling every floor on
every building with water to a 2.82m
height.
• Water consumption costs approximately
$100 per full time student.

JCU SUSTAINABILITY COMMITMENT
James Cook University is an international University committed to creating a brighter
future for life in the tropics. JCU has made a clear commitment to sustainability –
through the inclusion of sustainability in the Statement of Strategic Intent, the
University Plan, the JCU Code of Conduct for staff, and most recently, by becoming a
signatory to the Talloires Declaration, an international agreement of university leaders
for sustainability.
Sustainability finds expression in how we deal with global challenges such as climate
change adaptation, diminishing biodiversity, food security, human rights, poverty
alleviation, multiculturalism and global security.
Responsible management of energy and water is one method we employ to ensure
that our actions do not limit the range of social, cultural, environmental and economic
options open to future generations.
What Sustainability means to JCU – JCU’s Sustainability Vision
“Committed to the principles of sustainability, we will ensure that our actions today do
not limit the range of social, cultural, environmental and economic options open to
future generations.
Our sustainability vision is anchored in the belief that social, environmental and
economic sustainability must be embedded in our daily practices and integrated in
everything we do. Sustainable development is rooted in respect for our natural and
social contexts, and in the knowledge that we will be judged by future generations
according to our success in realising our sustainability goals.
In seeking a brighter future for people in the tropics worldwide, JCU staff and students
will work to ensure that our actions today do not limit the range of social, cultural,
environmental and economic options of future generations. Through our scholarship
and practices, JCU seeks to meet the challenges that affect the tropics, and in doing will
materially contribute to sustainable development, world‐wide.”
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THE NEED FOR ENERGY MANAGEMENT

It is critical for any institution, but especially a
university such as James Cook University to
reduce our greenhouse gas emissions and
carbon footprint, not only to be good
environmental citizens, but especially as our
livelihood is dependant on future generations.
High operating costs are a severe constraint in
these challenging economic times and any
opportunity to reduce consumption, emissions
and costs should be exploited.
In 2014, JCU spent $3,557,757.32 for
electricity consumed and $1,487,320.45 on
water use and disposal for the Townsville
campus.
Similarly $1,207,359.65 on electricity and
$42,759.88 on water for the Cairns campus.
Fuel costs for the Townsville and Cairns
campuses combined were $254,918.59.
To provide power to our main research
facilities, Daintree Rainforest Observatory and
Orpheus Island Research Station, we spent
$27,579.75 and $70,986.43 respectively on
diesel fuel generation.
Each year sees increases in fuel, electricity and
water prices, with unprecedented increases in
electricity prices over the period 2010‐2013
and Townsville water in 2013.

We paid $4,765,116.97 for electricity and
$1,530,080.33 to use and dispose of water on
our two main campuses last year.
Any programmes or options to remain static, or
reduce power and water consumption have
significant associated dollars savings, i.e.
‐ 5% reduction in 2015 electricity at JCU could be
a saving of approximately $250,000
‐ 5% reduction in 2015 water use for the
Townsville campus is a saving in excess of
$75,000
There are several projects and programmes in
place to reduce our energy use, many in
development and a plethora of opportunities
being considered by personnel with strategic
energy responsibilities.

JCU has successfully implemented Campus
District Cooling systems on our main campuses
which are delivering in excess of the business
case operating cost savings.
Other capital projects are implementing
engineering solutions which address areas of
high energy consumption/unnecessary losses
and there are ongoing smaller initiatives under
the auspices of TropEco and the Estate
Directorate which identify and target relatively
smaller, but very meaningful energy savings
opportunities.
Other benefits have arisen from these
programmes, such as being less vulnerable to
reductions in our authorised demand from the
electrical supply authority, water restrictions
which may be imposed by the local authority
and potential disruptions as a result of natural
disasters.
Looking to the future, there are significant areas
of improvement including development of a
Climate Action Plan, understanding the road to
carbon neutrality and how to better use social
media & networking to engage within and
external to JCU in these initiatives.

LEGEND
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PAYBACK:
How long to cost
neutral? 10 year scale

DESCRIPTION:
What is currently being
done and what is
proposed

PRIMARY TASK
BREAKDOWN:
How will the activity
be accomplished?

BUSINESS CASE:
Why is it important
to do this activity?

TEACHING &
RESEARCH AREAS:
Where is action
required?
KEY STAKEHOLDERS
AND INTERACTIONS:
Who needs to be
involves and/or aware?

PRIORITY:
What is the
urgency of
doing the
activity?
TIMEFRAME:
By when, or how often?

RESOURCES
REQUIRED:
What is required to
enable the activity?
Funding, etc.

Returns in: SHORT

1 TARGET SETTING
PRIMARY TASK BREAKDOWN:
‐ Develop Energy and Water Action
Group
‐ Develop business cases for specific
energy and water savings projects
‐ Set targets based on potential savings
Allocate appropriate funding to ensure
targets are achievable

MEDIUM

DESCRIPTION:
JCU sets targets according to the SMARTER principle, specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, and time‐
targeted objectives which are evaluated and re‐evaluated. Annual energy and water conservation targets
become more specific through quantification or enumeration, or by defining certain tasks that need to be
completed. Target setting creates an official commitment to reduce energy or water consumption and
attracts the allocation of resources to achieve the agreed targets.
Current targets for energy and water are set on an annual basis and are used as financial indicators only.
These are not designed to drive energy or water savings at JCU, with targets remaining stable each year
rather than looking at ongoing reductions, thus a more robust target regime is required to drive change.
Target setting must be combined with the allocation of adequate resources to ensure the target is
achievable, and therefore a business case must be developed to identify the potential energy and water
savings and what the expected costs will be. It is recommended target setting is investigated in the early
TEACHING & RESEARCH AREAS :
Townsville, Cairns, Daintree Rainforest stages of the SEWMP implementation and a funding program designed around the achievement of targets.
The proposed Energy and Water Action Group discussed in section 14 would be the suggested avenue for
Observatory, Orpheus Island
this program and would be responsible for setting targets, managing relevant projects and ensuring JCU
KEY STAKEHOLDERS & INTERACTIONS:
meets its targets.
JCU Senior Management Group
It is important that when setting targets the parameters are clearly set. Using an absolute figure for energy
Estate Directorate
or water reductions can be difficult with expanding campuses. It is suggested a parameter such as energy
use per square metre of gross floor area or equivalent full time student load is used to measure progress in
energy and water efficiency.

RESOURCES REQUIRED:
Funding to meet set targets

LONG
term

TIMEFRAME:
Annual

BUSINESS CASE:
Initiative supported by JCU have the ability to save the University money while, at the same time, helping
to reducing energy and carbon emissions. A rate of return will be calculated using NPV/IRR/payback etc., to
assist decision makers to prioritise projects for implementation.

PRIORITY: HIGH

2
PRIMARY TASK BREAKDOWN:

The TropEco program is JCU’s sustainability program and is responsible for engaging with staff, students and external
stakeholders to reduce resource consumption and promote sustainable practices through creating cultural change at
JCU. TropEco is run from the Estate Directorate, but covers all of JCU’s operations and works closely with the
Sustainability Advisory Committee and Sustainability Action Groups as well as the Division of Global Strategy and
Engagement and other relevant areas at JCU.
Primary activites of TropEco include:
‐ Energy and water reduction initiatives by working with staff and students to reduce resource consumption
through behaviour change and implementation of more efficient systems.
‐ Encourage the use of sustainable transport options by providing fit for purpose infrastructure and services, and
promoting the benefits to staff and students.
‐ Ensuring the biodiversity of the natural assets on campus are retained or enhanced and the development
footprint minimises disturbance to natural areas.
‐ Engaging with staff, students, the local community and businesses in meaningful activities that result in social,
environmental and economic sustainability with mutually beneficial outcomes.
‐ Ensuring the minimisation of waste production and maximising reuse or recycling of any wastes produced.
‐ Minimising JCU’s carbon footprint and reporting of emissions data.
‐ Ensuring buildings and infrastructure are designed and built using Environmentally Sustainable Design principles.
‐ Use the LiFE Index to develop a strategic approach to embedding sustainable practices across the University.
‐ Develop and gain funding for an energy and water efficiency fund (green revolving fund) to drive ongoing
efficiency improvements at JCU.

• Develop an ongoing program of strategic
initiatives to tackle sustainability issues
at JCU.
• Ensure staff and students understand and
assist in JCU’s efforts to manage energy
and water efficiently on campus.
• Publicise data on energy and water
consumption and progress toward
targets.

TEACHING & RESEARCH AREAS :
Townsville, Cairns

KEY STAKEHOLDERS & INTERACTIONS:
•
•
•
•
•

ED
JCU staff and students
Global Strategy and Engagement
SAC
SAG

RESOURCES REQUIRED:

Creating cultural change in staff and students in a large organisation such as JCU has been shown to result in large
benefits over time. Changes are often subtle and happen over the medium to long term and required a structured
approach and a concerted effort for full effect. However, the creation of an embedded culture of sustainability,
where staff and students understand the concept of sustainability as that of balancing the social, environmental and
economic aspects of their work, and where they practice critical or systems thinking in decision making on every
level, leads to an organisation that minimises it environmental footprint, enhances social learning and inclusion and
ensures economic prosperity through efficient and effective management of resources.

• Funding and human resources to
continue initiatives of TropEco program
• Support from Senior Management, SAC
and SAG

term

TIMEFRAME: Ongoing

LONG

BUSINESS CASE:

PRIORITY: HIGH

MEDIUM

DESCRIPTION:

Returns in: SHORT

TropEco

Returns in: SHORT

3 DESIGN & DEV CONTROL GUIDELINES

MEDIUM
LONG
term

PRIMARY TASK BREAKDOWN:
DESCRIPTION:
• Complete development of suite
JCU has developed a suite of Design Guidelines giving minimum standards for infrastructure and building
• Keep guidelines and specifications up designs and to ensure that the subtleties and hard learned lessons of tropical living are shared with future
projects. The Development Control Guidelines, a key component of the master plans, are less advanced,
to date with new technologies
however are used with the Design Guidelines to ensure that any new projects and refurbishment of existing
assets conform to JCU requirements and specifications.
Due to the importance of these guidelines, the Deputy Director – Planning and Development, is the
custodian and the only position that can approve deviations from these requirements.
Ecologically Sustainable Design (ESD) which encourages design principles and strategies that help reduce
the ecological impact of buildings by reducing the consumption of energy and resources is a fundamental
principle of our guidelines.
Inherent with the ESD concept is the reduction of Life Cycle costing including:
• Safety and reliability ‐ Adherence to standards helps ensure safety, reliability and environmental care
• Support of legislation and policies‐ Standards are frequently referenced by regulators and legislators for
TEACHING & RESEARCH AREAS :
protecting user and business interests.
Townsville, Cairns, Daintree Rainforest
JCU Design and Development Control Guidelines are updated on a regular basis to ensure expenditure is
Observatory, Orpheus Island
strategically driven to support University objectives, within budget limits, and with the goals of providing
KEY STAKEHOLDERS & INTERACTIONS: cost‐effectiveness, prudent financial management and a viable and sustainable future.
Estate Directorate (ED)
ICT
BUSINESS CASE:
Occupants/tenants of new buildings
The guidelines have a major impact of the design and quality of new and refurbished buildings. The direct
financial impact includes reduced energy and maintenance costs. Over the life of the building this can be a
Builders
significant sum at times exceeding the original cost of the facility.
RESOURCES REQUIRED:
These Guidelines are not just for new buildings but refurbishments as well, they help maintain consistency
Consultants
of the installation with the resultant outcomes of new buildings.
ED staff with specific expertise
http://www.jcu.edu.au/estateoffice/info/constructionmaintenance/infoforconsultcontract/designguideline
s/index.htm
TIMEFRAME:
Annual

PRIORITY: HIGH

DESCRIPTION:
Master Plans have been completed for Townsville and Cairns campuses.
Discovery Rise is a sustainable and inclusive new community being developed by James Cook University, a
place where people and knowledge based business can thrive. The intent is to develop a knowledge
precinct with unique access to first‐class university facilities, as well as having all of the everyday needs at
hand.
http://www.discoveryrise.com.au/

Climate
Regional Ecosystems
Riparian zone management
Transport Corridors, including pedestrian,
cycle and public transport opportunities
• Space Utilisation within the campus and
precincts
• Environmental Hazards and Risks

•
•
•
•

TEACHING & RESEARCH AREAS :
All
KEY STAKEHOLDERS & INTERACTIONS:
• Entire JCU community
• Local councils
• Consultants

term

RESOURCES REQUIRED:
• ED Deputy Director – Planning and
Development and Project Manager on
each campus
• Stakeholders
• Funding for external consultants
TIMEFRAME: Campus overall review and
refocus at 5 year intervals with annual
assessment and precinct planning
update.

LONG

PRIORITY: HIGH

PRIMARY TASK BREAKDOWN:
• Development control and
sustainability issues:

MEDIUM

The 2010 Cairns Campus Master Plan positioned the campus for growth in teaching and research over the
next 20 years during a period of changes to the planning regime in the surrounding Smithfield area.
This plan was based on a desire to integrate spatial planning and place based community building, with
new pedagogic modalities, advancing information and communication technologies, and moves addressing
local to global environmental and social imperatives.
http://www.jcu.edu.au/estateoffice/static/Cairns%20Master%20Plan%202010_LatestReleased_1_JCUPRD1
_064364.pdf
Master plans are tangible and visible statements of where the campus and University is now, what the
future vision is, and what is required to get there. The Discovery Rise and Cairns Campus master plans
represent a vision that brings together the concerns of different interest groups, organisations and
communities.
BUSINESS CASE:
Key drivers for the JCU master plans are associated with energy management – densification,
modernisation, connectivity, sustainability. Having these fundamentals in place assists with identifying
siting options and physical impacts for new buildings, demolition of energy inefficient buildings and
opportunities to reduce energy and water consumption and carbon emissions.
Good master plans are flexible, and the JCU master plans are a continual process. These plans are a
framework for the physical development of the campuses, a roadmap or guide rather than project approval
process.

4

Returns in: SHORT

MASTER PLANNING

Returns in: SHORT

5 INFORMATION, SPACE & TIMETABLING

MEDIUM

PRIMARY TASK BREAKDOWN:
Information Management integrates
maximum systems in ED, and makes data
visible as dashboard for analysis.
Space annually coordinates 17 x
Common Teaching Space furniture
replacements and actively seeks highly
recyclable products.
Timetabling establishing new automated
Timetable System to improve efficiency
of JCU teaching spaces to reduce GFA.
TEACHING & RESEARCH AREAS :
Townsville, Cairns, Daintree Rainforest
Observatory, Orpheus Island
KEY STAKEHOLDERS & INTERACTIONS:
Estate Directorate
LTSE, Student Services , System Vendors,
Automated Timetable Project team and
Board, ICT, Colleges/Departments of all
Divisions

LONG

RESOURCES REQUIRED:
IM Consultant for short project to
establish ED IM Framework into daily
business practices.
Automated Timetable will be operating
by January 2016

term

TIMEFRAME:
Annual

DESCRIPTION:
Long term intention for Asset management to be able to view Timetable with confidence so they can shut
off rooms/close down temporarily system when room not used on Timetabling ‐ Reduce energy costs.
Space & Timetabling actively aim to use less Common Teaching Spaces by reducing number of spaces, and
making Timetabling more efficient (Automated). Space aim to consolidate staff into more open planned
spaces so ED can close down buildings (costing energy and maintenance). Maximising staff space use to fit
more staff in a room so can close off excess offices, and reduce energy costs.
Information Management not fully visible to JCU and ED until I2A project arrives Nov 12. Have interim
Dashboard established for next 12 months, but has only limited capability to hold certain reports and
Dashboards.

BUSINESS CASE:
ED needs IM Consultant to assist with setting up internal information processes, setting up web presence,
supporting Dashboard preparation and analysis, and to find synergies between Timetable – FM Systems
and Space for greater accuracy and efficiencies.
Currently ED has old floor plans in FM Systems and GIS that need an operator to help audit the systems and
update with latest project floor plans and Space Rationalisation Audit deliverables.
These two functions would greatly enhance ED visibility of assets and space use, provide greater
opportunities for managers to view their KPI/Reports on a dashboard, and gain consistency across Office.

PRIORITY: HIGH

KEY STAKEHOLDERS & INTERACTIONS:
• ICTAC
• ED
• LTAG
• FIAC
RESOURCES REQUIRED:
• Data Centre Design Consultant
• Energy efficiency consultant

TIMEFRAME:
Immediate – 1 year

term

PRIORITY: MEDIUM

TEACHING & RESEARCH AREAS :
Townsville, Cairns

LONG

BUSINESS CASE:
Work is already in progress to review our data‐centre facilities and their location and configuration. This
will result in a recommendation of a new approach which should deliver reduced energy consumption.
Other activities planned will need to be scoped and budgeted for, however could result in the reduction of
1‐2 million kWh per annum. Planning and scoping of these activities would require the engagement of an
energy efficiency consultant with ICT expertise, to identify areas of savings.
The benefits from this program of work would result in immediate reductions in energy usage and
emissions, and should provide for a net positive return on investment over a reasonable time period.

PRIMARY TASK BREAKDOWN:
• Replace end of life and not fit for
purpose data halls.
• Benchmark energy efficient
deployments and strategies to
validate progress.

MEDIUM

DESCRIPTION:
Second to our CDC cooling systems, ICT (Information and Communications Technology) infrastructure is
possibly the next largest consumer of energy at the University. The ICT Directorate manages a significant
fleet of hardware including staff and general access computers, printers, video and AV equipment, voice
and data communications equipment and enterprise computing (i.e. server) infrastructure.
To support environmental and financial sustainability, ICT actively pursues the purchasing of energy efficient
equipment, in line with government purchasing guidelines; configures power management policies to
reduce energy consumption of inactive equipment; and has implemented an extensive virtualisation
approach to our server infrastructure to significantly reduce
power consumption and cooling requirements.
Even with these activities, there are many opportunities available
to reduce the overall consumption of power by our ICT
infrastructure. These include reviewing our Data Centre facilities
to identify reductions in energy requirements; replacing
“mechanical disks” with “flash” solid state data storage; replacing
current server hardware with even more efficient virtualisation
platforms; implementing an awareness campaign, supported by
desktop and laptop configuration changes, to drive a reduction
in the number of computers left on overnight for no reason.
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ICT

Returns in: SHORT

7 CAMPUS DISTRICT COOLING SYSTEMS
PRIMARY TASK BREAKDOWN:
In operation

MEDIUM

TEACHING & RESEARCH AREAS :
Townsville, Cairns,
KEY STAKEHOLDERS & INTERACTIONS:
Estate Directorate
Ergon Energy

RESOURCES REQUIRED:
Design and construction resources
Funding

LONG
term

TIMEFRAME:
Long term financial payback, short term
operation payback

DESCRIPTION:
Rather than to service individual buildings with its own independent chiller plant, a much more efficient
solution identified for cooling the main JCU campuses was to use a Campus District Cooling (CDC) system
with Thermal Energy Storage (TES). A Central Energy Plant (CEP), typically consisting of several high‐
capacity, high‐efficiency chillers and cooling towers produces chilled water (CHW) which is reticulated
through large diameter underground pipe‐work to all buildings that need cooling.
Also, utilising the TES Tank/System to store the chilled water generated during off‐peak periods and supply
buildings during peak periods without running the chiller plant, further increases efficiency.
BUSINESS CASE:
JCU leads by example, our reputation is enhanced by removing aged, stand‐alone DX units and installing
systems on both main campuses that:
‐are Highly Efficient, operating fewer, larger, water‐cooled, centrifugal chillers for shorter periodsmean they
run close to optimum efficiency. Running at night in lower ambient air temperatures further improves
chiller and cooling tower operation;
‐ have Integrated Loads, rather than trying to match the capacity of separate, discrete chillers to the cooling
load of each building, a central chiller plant services the total cooling load of all buildings. Shortfalls and
surplus cooling capacity are no longer relevant;
‐ Improves CHW Availability ‐ built in redundancy from fewer, larger chillers running at night allows
maintenance during the day and minimal risk of disruption from breakdown with TES holding approx. 1 full
day’s CHW supply;
‐ Reduce Electrical Energy Consumption and Greenhouse Gas Emissions ‐ as a CEP draws less electricity
than the multitude of smaller standalone DX units being replaced;
‐ Removes noise, electrical load, vibration and risk of legionella from existing buildings ‐ and reduces the
capital outlay for new buildings. Space is immediately released once redundant equipment removed; and
‐ Scalable, once the distribution pipework has been built, the CEP and TES facility can be scaled and
coordinated to gradually take up the cooling load of additional buildings.

PRIORITY: ONGOING

DESCRIPTION:
The requirement for a Townville Campus District Cooling (CDC) system was identified in 2005 and
commissioned in October 2009. Analysis of existing and forecast electrical loads showed an unsustainable
and uneconomic Business‐As‐Usual (BAU) model where the electrical load would exceed the network
agreement with Ergon Energy and require several million dollars of capital investment in new supply points.
Monthly KPIs are tracked and reported by JCU, these reports are available to ED staff along this path.

TEACHING & RESEARCH AREAS :
Townsville
KEY STAKEHOLDERS & INTERACTIONS:
Estate Directorate
Finance
Consultants

RESOURCES REQUIRED:
Funding for verification

LONG
TIMEFRAME:
Long term financial payback, short term
operation payback

term

PRIORITY: ONGOING

PRIMARY TASK BREAKDOWN:
Project Approval June 2007
Commissioning October 2009
Project Evaluation Report June 2010
Business Case Verification June 2014
Business Case Verification June 2018
Monthly analysis and reporting

MEDIUM

AWARDS:
• 2008 Engineers Australia Queensland
Division Excellence Award, Reports,
Procedures and Systems category
• 2008 Engineers Australia Excellence
Awards finalist.
• 2008 Townsville City Council Excellence in
Sustainability and Innovation Business
Award
• 2010 Australian Business Award for
Environmental Sustainability
• 2011 TEFMA Innovation Award
• 2012 Green Gown Awards Australasia for
Carbon Reduction
• 2012 Clean Energy Innovation Award at
the Premier’s Sustainability Awards

7.1

Returns in: SHORT

TOWNSVILLE CDC SYSTEM

Returns in: SHORT

7.2 CAIRNS CDC SYSTEM
PRIMARY TASK BREAKDOWN:
Project Approval August 2010
Commissioning March 2012
Project Evaluation Report June 2014
Business Case Verification June 2019
Business Case Verification June 2027

MEDIUM

TEACHING & RESEARCH AREAS :
Cairns

DESCRIPTION:
The CDC system in Cairns represents the third generation of Thermal Energy Storage projects undertaken by
JCU, capturing the lessons learnt from the Townsville CDC completed in 2009, and replacing the original
smaller scale (3.3Mlitre) CDC plant piloted on Cairns Campus around 2005.
JCU’s investment in the Cairns campus was strategic, recognising the benefits of deploying lead services
infrastructure with sufficient scale and capacity ahead of a projected expansion of approximately 30,000
square metres of new facilities through to 2020.
BUSINESS CASE:
Capital expenditure on this project is similar to the Townsville CDC project with similar infrastructure
enabling components. In the first 2 years of operation, the system has delivered approximately $500,000 of
operational savings, exceeding the business case forecast by approximately $180,000

KEY STAKEHOLDERS & INTERACTIONS:
Estate Directorate
Finance
Consultants

RESOURCES REQUIRED:
Funding for verification

LONG
term

TIMEFRAME:
Long term financial payback, short term
operation payback

AWARD:
Regional Commendation at the Far North Queensland Architecture Awards, 2013

PRIORITY: ONGOING

8

MEDIUM

PRIMARY TASK BREAKDOWN:
DESCRIPTION:
The JCU Energy Management System (EMS) collects and stores real time energy and water usage data for • Install additional water and electricity
metering where required
JCU buildings and infrastructure using smart meters. JCU has a highly integrated EMS presence at both
Townsville and Cairns campuses, covering most major buildings for energy and some buildings for water. • Develop an integrated analysis
The EMS plays a critical role in energy and water management, building auditing, technical fault finding and program to further identify energy
and water efficiency and wastage
on‐charging of utilities to tenants. It allows users to identify energy and water usage patterns, identify
issues
wastage and establish efficiency measures based on the comprehensive data provided. The EMS is also
used to verify the accuracy of BMS data and vice versa.
• Install high voltage power analysers to
identify anomalies in power supply
• Install temperature and solar
radiations sensors on solar arrays
TEACHING & RESEARCH AREAS :
Townsville and Cairns campuses

Returns in: SHORT

ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

KEY STAKEHOLDERS & INTERACTIONS:
JCU ED employees tasked with energy
management and associated financial
responsibilities, JCU tenants, Colleges
and Student Association

TIMEFRAME:
Short term and any new buildings

term

PRIORITY: HIGH

RESOURCES REQUIRED:
Funding to install additional metering,
especially water meters

LONG

BUSINESS CASE:
The EMS allows users to interrogate historical and real time electricity, chilled water and town water use
data in fine detail. The ability to measure and display this data provides the information required to make
informed decisions on energy and water management activities and provides a powerful auditing tool. The
EMS allows electricity, chilled water and water inefficiencies and wastage to be identified and rectified
quickly, saving JCU thousands of dollars each year. The EMS is also used for on‐charging of energy and
water to JCU tenants so must be installed anywhere a tenancy exists. Also of benefit is the ability to
effectively verify the success of energy efficiency programs.

Returns in: SHORT

9 BUILDING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
PRIMARY TASK BREAKDOWN:
• Integrate remaining buildings onto
BMS control
• Maintain BMS
• Modernise BMS to facilitate
interoperability with supplementary
systems

DESCRIPTION:
The JCU Building Management System (BMS) allows central control of buildings and infrastructure and plays
an essential role in energy management. JCU has a highly integrated BMS for its Townsville and Cairns
Campuses, covering most major buildings. The BMS plays a pivotal role in control and optimisation of the
Campus District Cooling (CDC) systems and can be used to manage building operations such as setback
controls, temperature control, HVAC operations and chilled water supply.

MEDIUM

TEACHING & RESEARCH AREAS :
Townsville, Cairns
KEY STAKEHOLDERS & INTERACTIONS:
• ED employees tasked with BMS
strategies,
• Controls and Mechanical
Services Contractors

LONG
term

BUSINESS CASE:
RESOURCES REQUIRED:
The BMS enables the use of modern control in facilities; this enhances the efficiency and global availability
• Capital funding for integration of of interaction. The most important facilities with the largest impact on energy at JCU Cairns and Townsville
campuses are the Campus District Cooling (CDC) systems. The BMS controls and monitors their operation
remaining buildings,
• BMS maintenance‐operating budgets, and performance to maintain reliability and efficiency. The BMS also provides critical alarms to security on
equipment used to preserve research materials providing protection on a 24/7 basis.
• System upgrade requires business
case and project feasibility study
TIMEFRAME: Ongoing

PRIORITY: HIGH

10
PRIMARY TASK BREAKDOWN:

At JCU, utilities management includes electricity, water, chilled water and trade waste. Effective management of
utilities is essential to ensure efficient use of resources, continuity of operations and minimisation of costs to JCU.
The Estate Directorate is responsible for managing and maintaining JCU’s utilities and ensuring they are fit‐for‐
purpose for all of JCU’s operations.
JCU’s BMS and EMS are used to control and monitor energy and water consumption, allowing effective management
and ongoing efficiency improvements.
The Estate Directorate collates comprehensive utility usage data on a monthly basis, which is then used by JCU for
energy and water budget forecasting, target setting, campus infrastructure planning and modelling, and greenhouse
gas reporting.
JCU works closely with it’s utility suppliers to ensure interruptions to the networks are minimised and best value for
money is obtained.
JCU will continue to connect additional utility metering and controls to the EMS and BMS networks to improve
monitoring and control over its networks in future years.

‐ Connect additional electricity, water and
chilled water metering to the EMS
‐ Install additional BMS controls to ensure
effective management of utilities
‐ Continue development of the TM1 and
FM systems to ensure effective analysis
of utilities data

TEACHING & RESEARCH AREAS :
Opportunities for Engineering and Business
research and teaching

MEDIUM

DESCRIPTION:

Returns in: SHORT

UTILITY MANAGEMENT

KEY STAKEHOLDERS & INTERACTIONS:

BUSINESS CASE:

Funding to upgrade EMS and BMS systems
to include greater control and monitoring of
JCU infrastructure
Human resources for development of TM1
and FM systems

TIMEFRAME:
1‐5 years

term

PRIORITY: MEDIUM ‐ HIGH

RESOURCES REQUIRED:

LONG

Effective utilities management is critical to ensure ongoing and uninterrupted operations at JCU. Much of JCU’s
research infrastructure relies on a reliable supply of utilities and major issues can arise when supply is disrupted.
Therefore, ensuring measures are put in place to manage utility supply and minimise disruption is essential.
If you can’t measure it you can’t manage it. Having real‐time monitoring and control networks for JCU’s utilities is an
important management tool. Ongoing strategic upgrades to the EMS and BMS for JCU buildings and infrastructure
will have an important role in improving efficiency across the utility network. Ensuring accuracy of consumption and
billing data will help to ensure future forecasts are accurate and minimise disruption to campus planning activities.

Estate Directorate
Commercial Directorate
Ergon Energy
TCC & CRC
Building managers

Returns in: SHORT

10.1
PRIMARY TASK BREAKDOWN:
Ensure energy supply to JCU is the most
cost effective possible
Regularly review contestable market
opportunities to reduce costs
Regularly review alternative/renewable
energy opportunities as the business
case becomes viable

MEDIUM
TEACHING & RESEARCH AREAS :
All
KEY STAKEHOLDERS & INTERACTIONS:
Estate Directorate
Commercial Directorate
Ergon Energy
Energy Consultants

LONG

RESOURCES REQUIRED:
Regular review of the contestable
market and alternative supply options
for JCU campuses and sites.

term

TIMEFRAME: 1‐5 years

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY & OPTIONS
DESCRIPTION:
Electricity supply to JCU’s Townsville and Cairns Campuses is through Ergon Energy via a network supply
agreement on Tariff 48. JCU’s electricity costs and consumption can be seen on page ii and page iv. We do
have the option to source electricity from the contestable market, however due to our remote location and
the state subsidies provided, this has not presented as a financially viable option to date .
The true costs of electricity and the environmental impacts of electricity supply are considered when we
look at electricity supply options now and in the future. With potential changes to the Ergon Energy
charging regime to reflect the true costs of electricity supply, alternative options that include the
contestable market and/or renewable or onsite generation may become more viable.
The energy industry is changing rapidly with the increasing costs of electricity production and supply
infrastructure making alternative options such as renewables, battery storage and micro‐grids more viable.
It is expected this trend will continue with the cost of solar, wind, battery storage and other developing
technologies likely to reduce significantly in coming years.
Off‐grid locations such as the Daintree Rainforest Observatory and Orpheus Island Research Station rely on
diesel generators for electricity supply, with the DRO in progress of installing a 66 kW solar array to reduce
costs and environmental impact. Renewable energy options with battery storage will be considered to
replace the diesel generation at off‐grid sites over the next 2 years.

BUSINESS CASE:
Ensuring JCU procures the most economical supply of electricity while also taking account of the
environmental impact of its electricity supply is important to ensure the long‐term sustainability of its
operations. Regular investigation into the contestable market and business case studies of
renewable/alternative energy options will be done to ensure JCU has access to the most economical rates
available for all campuses and sites. For off‐grid sites, fast returns on investment may be possible for
moving to renewable and battery storage options in place of diesel generation.

PRIORITY: MEDIUM ‐ HIGH

TEACHING & RESEARCH AREAS :
Engineering and business
KEY STAKEHOLDERS & INTERACTIONS:
Estate Directorate
Townsville City Council
Cairns Regional Council
Water efficiency consultants
RESOURCES REQUIRED:
Funding or staff to conduct business
cases for various efficiency opportunities

LONG

TIMEFRAME: 1‐5 years

term

PRIORITY: MEDIUM ‐ HIGH

PRIMARY TASK BREAKDOWN:
‐ Investigate water efficiency
opportunities for both campuses
(primarily Townsville)
‐ Investigate opportunities for
alternative water supplies for both
campuses

MEDIUM

DESCRIPTION:
Potable water to the Townsville Campus is supplied through Townsville City Council. Cairns Regional Council
supplies potable water to the Cairns Campus. Other water sources include bore water (both campuses),
storm water harvesting (Townsville), rainwater harvesting (Townsville and Cairns) and condensate capture
(Townsville). JCU’s water costs can be seen on page ii. Cairns Regional Council has indicated it will supply
recycled water in the near future and JCU will be able to access this supply. In preparation for this, JCU
installed recycled water pipeline as part of its CDC upgrade in 2012 so that future buildings could be
supplied with recycled water in the future.
JCU is bound to the potable water supplier on both campuses, however there
is scope to reduce potable water use through a combination of efficiency
measure as well as stormwater, rainwater, bore water, condensate water and
recycled water use.
Rainwater harvesting is less viable in Townsville due to the short wet season
and low rainfall in the dry season. Bore water use and condensate capture are
considered better alternatives and should be investigated further for use in
irrigation of the grounds which constitutes a significant amount of water use
for the campus.
For 2014, water costs were significantly higher at the Townsville Campus at
$2.72/klitre compared to Cairns at $1.12/klitre. Trade waste (sewage) costs for
Townsville were also higher at $1.92/klitre compared to Cairns at $1.45/klitre,
therefore compounding the costs to JCU for inefficient water use.
BUSINESS CASE:
Potable water use has a significant cost, especially on the Townsville Campus, and therefore low cost
measures to reduce water consumption or use alternative sources such as bore water, condensate, rain,
recycled or storm water may have fast payback periods and should be investigated.
Retrofitting buildings with water efficient fittings has been proven to have a fast payback period for
Townsville campus buildings but may be less viable in Cairns. New buildings should always have water
efficient fittings installed and this is outlined in the JCU Design Guidelines.

10.2

Returns in: SHORT

WATER SUPPLY & OPTIONS

Returns in: SHORT

10.3 FUELS
PRIMARY TASK BREAKDOWN:
‐ Investigate opportunities where gas
may provide a viable option
‐ Investigate alternatives to OIRS and
DRO diesel generator power supplies

DESCRIPTION:
Natural gas and LPG currently have limited use at JCU as there is no connection to the gas pipeline in
Townsville and no mains in the Cairns area. This is an opportunity to explore use on the Townsville campus
in future. Current costs are prohibitive but price forecasts may be beneficial in future years, especially if use
is expanded beyond the existing residential colleges for hot water supply and minor use in campus
laboratories.
Diesel fuel consumption on our main campuses are related to back‐up or stand‐by emergency power
generation for essential services and research, especially during cyclones or power disruptions/failures.
However, the bulk of the power produced for the research facilities in the Daintree and on Orpheus Island
are from diesel generators and need review, as this is not aligned with JCU’s sustainability goals.

MEDIUM

TEACHING & RESEARCH AREAS :
All
KEY STAKEHOLDERS & INTERACTIONS:
Estate Directorate
JCU Halls of Residence
Laboratory Managers

RESOURCES REQUIRED:
Funding to produce alternative energy
solutions

LONG
term

TIMEFRAME: 5 years

BUSINESS CASE:
Gas is unlikely to have a major role in providing energy requirements to JCU. It may have a role in hot water
production, however the trend in rising cost makes this a less viable solution going forward. Solar or
electric heat‐pump hot water systems are likely to be more viable in most cases.

PRIORITY: MEDIUM

DESCRIPTION:
Energy and water dashboards are used to display relevant, real–time and historical data to building users in a format
that is appealing and easy to understand. Dashboards should be designed to encourage interaction with the building
occupants and visitors and create ongoing changes in the behaviour of building users. JCU trialled six dashboards
across the Townsville and Cairns Campuses in 2012/13. While the trial was not particularly successful in changing
behaviours and engaging users, it identified some key learnings and improvements that could be made to improve
effectiveness. The key findings indicated that dashboard design was critical, and a simple, visually appealing and
relatable display was required to engage with users. It also found that accessible and easy to use online dashboards
could be much more effective in changing behaviours of building occupants than static public displays and could be
done without the need for expensive physical infrastructure.

including apps.

PRIMARY TASK BREAKDOWN:
• Identify suitable platform and display
• Ensure system can integrate with the
EMS and requires little maintenance
• Source funding and roll out trial
• Link dashboard system with building
energy use competition or incentive
program
• Improve system and roll out to
additional buildings
TEACHING & RESEARCH AREAS :
Townsville, Cairns

MEDIUM

Much thought must be put into the
design of the public display, with the
additional option for users to access
an online version of the dashboard
with additional functionality for users
to investigate how their behaviours within
a building affect energy and water use.
New BMS functionality shows potential
for more interactive applications,

10.4
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ENERGY DASHBOARDS

KEY STAKEHOLDERS & INTERACTIONS:
• JCU ED employees tasked with energy
and water management roles
• ICT
• Energy Systems & Services
• Experienced dashboard designers

BUSINESS CASE:

term

PRIORITY: MEDIUM

LONG

RESOURCES REQUIRED:
If designed well, dashboards can play a critical role in improving understanding of energy and water use and changing • Skilled consultant to build a suitable
behaviours in building users. Dashboards can display both real time and historical data in an easy to understand
dashboard
format, allowing building users to identify wastage and change behaviour. Linking dashboards with incentive
• Funding to roll out trial program
programs can be a good way to drive energy efficiency within a building. Online dashboards are useful for building
• ED personnel to manage system and
occupants and can be used to display information from simple to complex depending on the users requirements.
associated engagement programs.
Public display dashboards can be useful in high traffic and public areas within a building to raise awareness of a
building’s performance.
TIMEFRAME: <2 years

Returns in: SHORT

11 ELECTRICAL DEMAND MANAGEMENT
PRIMARY TASK BREAKDOWN:
‐ Establish use profiles per campus and
per building using EMS or field
measurements
‐ Trend data
‐ Understand drivers
‐ Change use and behaviour if
appropriate

MEDIUM

TEACHING & RESEARCH AREAS :
All

DESCRIPTION:
Not only is JCU required to stay within the agreed Ergon Energy authorised demand limit, we also manage
our maximum electrical demand by reducing the peak electrical load at JCU’s campuses through
implementing efficiency programs which spread out the 24 hour load profile of the campus. JCU is charged
for peak electrical demand each month on its Townsville and Cairns Campuses. This is calculated by taking
the maximum demand over a half hour period for the month (the average of six consecutive 5‐minute
electricity demand readings).
Additional demand management
initiatives are currently being
undertaken or are planned, to
further flatten the electricity load
and maintain JCU’s electricity
use below the campus’ supply
limits.

KEY STAKEHOLDERS & INTERACTIONS:
JCU personnel
Estate Directorate
Consultants

LONG

BUSINESS CASE:
RESOURCES REQUIRED:
The demand charge often comprises over one‐third of the total electricity bill. JCU also faces electricity
supply limits at its two campuses which puts limits on growth, without significant additional expenditure on
Personnel to measure and monitor
Funding for measuring equipment and to electricity supply infrastructure.
Demand management plays an important role, along with efficiency, in reducing costs and energy
implement any changes
consumption on JCU’s campuses. Flattening peak demand is a high priority for JCU and the CDC systems
play a major role.

term

TIMEFRAME:
1 to 5 years

PRIORITY: MEDIUM

11.1

DESCRIPTION:
PRIMARY TASK BREAKDOWN:
Predictive modelling is used to ensure energy supplies remain within the financial and physical limits of the • Full functionality of TSV and CNS
campuses and ensures existing and new buildings and infrastructure are designed and utilised in an
energy model to be assessed,
efficient manner. Modelling uses utility data, staff and student numbers, space allocation and utilisation
including water use outside CDC, etc.
rates to inform decision making on building and infrastructure requirements.
• 2015 annual energy model in current
format to be completed for Townsville
campus.
• Distribute model results to senior
management

TIMEFRAME:
Annual

term

PRIORITY: HIGH

RESOURCES REQUIRED:
• Capital funding provided in TSV
Demand Management Project,
• Additional functionality to be
assessed within JCU and proposed for
approval
once
integration
opportunities
identified
and
understood.

LONG

BUSINESS CASE:
The rapid escalation of energy costs, coupled with JCU’s growth strategy, necessitates a more aggressive
method of managing resources. JCU is working to develop better ways of responding to increasing
demands and decreasing budgets. Using the full functionality of a comprehensive predictive growth model
should identify opportunities for better purchasing practices, innovative energy efficient designs, and
optimal operational strategies for infrastructure. The use of advanced modelling in daily operations also has
the capacity to reduce JCU’s carbon footprint and decrease resource demand. Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs) that this tactic will impact are kW/GFA m2, $/GFA m2 , $/FTSE, etc. Annual energy modelling for the
Townsville campus completed under the auspices of a Demand Management capital project which
approved on basis of providing 1.5MW of maximum demand savings by 2017 to remain under Ergon Energy
authorised demand limit. Business case verifications were completed for both Townsville and Cairns CDC
systems in 2014. Results indicated that both projects are tracking well against business case with OPEX
savings in excess of business case forecasts.

KEY STAKEHOLDERS & INTERACTIONS:
• ED employees tasked with strategic
planning responsibilities
• Specialist consultants

MEDIUM

TEACHING & RESEARCH AREAS :
Townsville
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PREDICTIVE MODELLING

Returns in: SHORT

11.2 TSV DEMAND MANAGEMENT PROJECT
PRIMARY TASK BREAKDOWN:
Project Approval October 2010
Delivery of peak demand reduction 2017
Project Evaluation Report Jan 2018
Business Case Verification Jan 2020

MIUM
TEACHING & RESEARCH AREAS :
Townsville

LONG

KEY STAKEHOLDERS & INTERACTIONS:
Estate Directorate
Finance
Consultants

term

RESOURCES REQUIRED:
Continued capital funding, project and
design personnel
TIMEFRAME:
Project to 2017

DESCRIPTION:
Shortly after commissioning the Townsville CDC, the forecast for electrical consumption( based on the
projected build programme in terms of GFA) highlighted the risk of exceeding the agreed Ergon Energy
authorised electricity demand by 2013.
In response to this issue, a suite of six demand management initiatives over six years was developed to
retain the peak demand below the required limit, and effectively reduce campus per capita electrical
consumption and cost.
The six initiatives are:
• The procurement and installation of an additional (4th) high efficiency chiller and cooling tower for the
Central Plant (CDC) ‐ Complete 2013.
• Power Factor Correction equipment ‐ Complete 2011.
• Extra buildings connected to central chilled water ‐ In progress.
• Extra buildings connected to building management system ‐ In progress.
• Central chilled water quality rectification ‐ In progress.
• Installation of high efficiency lighting ‐ In progress.
A delay in the build programme has delayed the forecast breach of the authorised demand to late 2016
without implementation of these initiatives.
BUSINESS CASE:
The business case for the Demand Management program was based on closing facilities on Western
Campus and a multi‐clinic building of 4,000m2, which subsequently grew into a 12,000m2 Clinical Practice
Building. In 2013, the additional Gross Floor Area (GFA) from 2011 to 2013 was close to the original
projection, albeit because CPB is approximately 3 times larger than originally projected, while various other
projects (AITHM, Staff and Student Amenities, and DEEDI) didn’t proceed in that timeframe. However, with
projects currently in final design and construction, the projected GFA will be as forecast in 2016 and the
demand savings from these initiatives are crucial.

PRIORITY: HIGH

KEY STAKEHOLDERS & INTERACTIONS:
Estate Directorate
ICT
Finance and Procurement
Consultants
RESOURCES REQUIRED:
Full‐time employees
Funding
Software solutions

term

TIMEFRAME: 1 – 5 years

LONG

PRIORITY: HIGH

PRIMARY TASK BREAKDOWN:

MEDIUM

DESCRIPTION:
Asset Horizon 2025 is an ongoing program by the Estate Directorate to develop, implement, monitor and
maintain an up to date Strategic Asset Management Framework. It is designed to cover the university’s
Australian assets inclusive of remote sites and the Townsville and Cairns campuses. The asset categories
covered include built, natural, system and infrastructure assets valued in excess of $1 billion.
As implied in the name of the programme, Asset Horizon 2025 is intended to provide targeted and
significant change in the university’s asset base from the present until 2025 with the overall aim to
reconfigure the university’s assets from the current state to a situation where the portfolio of assets
leverage world class engagement, research and teaching programs. The program to reconfigure asset is
underpinned by the need to resolve impaired assets through a combination of non‐asset solutions and
risk based capital investment.
We have used MEX as our computerised maintenance management system for the last 10 years, to
record all maintenance information and tasks and assists us in providing our staff and students with
healthy and safe residences and workplaces. The asset register currently has over 17,000 assets, spread
across JCU Australian campuses, each with it’s sown unique identification number . JCU relies on MEX to
produce critical reports or: on‐time and on‐cost analysis, customer request management KPI’s , work
order management KPI’s and to analyse historic expenditure to forecast future maintenance budgets .
The system also holds external contractor information such s WHS licenses, insurance certificates and
other valuable information to create a safe environment for JCU community .
BUSINESS CASE:
Effective Operations and Maintenance Best Practices are the most cost‐effective methods for ensuring
reliability, safety, and energy efficiency. Inadequate maintenance and poor operation of energy using
systems is a major contributor to energy waste. With proper performance and documentation, we can
provide early detection of problems and decrease asset/equipment failures, repair and replacement costs
and minimise downtime. Beyond preventive maintenance, it has been estimated that certain maintenance
programs targeting energy efficiency can save 5 percent to 20 percent on energy bills without a significant
capital investment. In addition to energy savings associated with a proactive maintenance program, other
benefits include, but are not limited to, increased occupant comfort, safer equipment operations, and
extended equipment life.

12
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ASSET STRATEGY & MAINTENANCE
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13 BUILDING EFFICIENCY

MEDIUM

DESCRIPTION:
An energy efficient building has been defined as:
1) the building must be equipped with efficient equipment
and materials appropriate for the location and
conditions;
2) the building must provide amenities and services
appropriate to the building’s intended use; and
3) the building must be operated in such a manner as to
have a low energy use compared to other, similar
buildings.
Building efficiencies change over time and usually trend towards higher
utility consumption. This can be due to the following:
• Air‐conditioning sensors and equipment going out of
calibration
• Insufficient maintenance
• Refurbishments which do not sufficiently consider the
original building design
• Incorrect use by occupants
• Change of purpose
Through a suite of measures inefficiencies can be identified and
corrected, these include:
• Audits
• Recommissioning
• Optimisation
• Occupant engagement

TEACHING &
RESEARCH AREAS :
Townsville,
Cairns,
Daintree Rainforest
Observatory,
Orpheus Island
KEY STAKEHOLDERS
& INTERACTIONS:
Estate Directorate

LONG

RESOURCES
REQUIRED:
Skilled ED personnel

term

TIMEFRAME:
Ongoing

BUSINESS CASE:
Building efficiency and waste has a direct impact on business bottom line. Payback on control measures
are usually short and manageable.

PRIORITY: MEDIUM

KEY STAKEHOLDERS & INTERACTIONS:
JCU Senior Management and ED
employees responsible for energy and
water efficiency
Specialist consultants with energy
auditing qualifications
RESOURCES REQUIRED:
Funding to undertake a structured
building audit program and implement
recommendations
Personnel to manage audit program and
implement required changes
TIMEFRAME:
Short term and then ongoing

term

PRIORITY: MEDIUM

TEACHING & RESEARCH AREAS :
All

LONG

BUSINESS CASE:
There are significant energy and water efficiency
improvements and opportunities to reduce energy and
water wastage in many of JCU’s buildings. These savings
are best identified by undertaking an energy audit.
Identification of less efficient buildings through the EMS
can highlight those buildings that should be prioritised for
audit.
Previous level 3 audits conducted by JCU on individual
buildings has resulted in large efficiency gains and
consequent cost savings to JCU, often with a short
payback period.

PRIMARY TASK BREAKDOWN:
Identify priority list for building audits
Employ qualified consultant to
undertake audits as funding permits
Act on recommendations of audit to
reduce energy and water use

MEDIUM

DESCRIPTION:
Building audits can play a major role in identifying
specific energy and water efficiency measures.
Once audited, a business case can be developed to
support the case to fund improvements. JCU has
undertaken level 2 and 3 energy audits on buildings
in the past, with significant energy and water
savings identified. The EMS can be used to
primarily identify inefficient buildings and
associated infrastructure, which can then lead to a
building energy audit. The audit will identify
specific energy and water saving measures to be
carried out.

13.1
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BUILDING AUDITS
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13.2 OPTIMISATION & RECOMMISSIONING
PRIMARY TASK BREAKDOWN:
Identify buildings which would
benefit the most
Create timeframe for actions
Implement schedules

MEDIUM

DESCRIPTION:
As buildings age their operation usually moves away from design
standards. The resultant impact can be poorly performing buildings
with higher than necessary energy and maintenance costs. To rectify
this the building’s systems are required to be recalibrated.
The system which frequently impacts occupant comfort and energy
consumption the most is Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
(HVAC). Along with regular maintenance the Optimisation and
Recommissioning of HVAC should be carried out at consistent
intervals to keep costs down and occupant comfort within
specification.
Optimisation of buildings includes computer prescribed time
schedules for HVAC equipment to minimise energy consumption, this
is via the campus wide BMS. Another proposed strategy is to tie air‐
conditioning control in with space occupancy, this already occurs in
some cases but much greater energy savings can be achieved as the
BMS presence is rolled out. A possible interface with room booking
schedules is also being investigated.
Supply voltage to buildings have been optimised to the most efficient
level and we are investigating the installation of voltage optimisers
which actively adjust the voltage to stay at a steady point regardless
of the voltage delivered by the supply authority.

TEACHING & RESEARCH AREAS :
Townsville,
Cairns,
Daintree Rainforest
Observatory,
Orpheus Island
KEY STAKEHOLDERS &
INTERACTIONS:
Estate Directorate

RESOURCES REQUIRED:
Skilled ED personnel

LONG

BUSINESS CASE:
Recommissioning and optimising buildings not only reduces energy costs through increased efficiency and
reduced waste but also reduces maintenance costs as equipment performs as designed.

term

TIMEFRAME:
Ongoing

PRIORITY: MEDIUM

PRIMARY TASK BREAKDOWN:
‐ Develop EWAG membership and
Terms of Reference
‐ Provide seed funding for the EWEF
‐ Develop projects and business cases
and prioritise based on ROI and
funding available

TEACHING & RESEARCH AREAS :
Townsville, Cairns, Daintree Rainforest
Observatory, Orpheus Island

MEDIUM

DESCRIPTION:
The development of an Energy and Water Action Group (EWAG) has been identified as a coordinated way
to manage energy and water efficiency projects on campus and identify ongoing cost savings to JCU. The
EWAG would be responsible for identifying projects to undertake, reviewing business cases for energy and
water savings projects and allocating funding as part of an Energy and Water Efficiency Fund (EWEF)
currently proposed to FIAC. These types of funds, often called Green Revolving Funds (GRFs) have been
very successful in North America for identifying energy and water saving projects with high returns on
investment seen across all institutions taking part. In North America a total of $111 million had been
committed to GRFs by 2012, with a median annual ROI of 28 percent. Similar funds are now being
developed by several Australian universities, with ANU being the most advanced.
For each project in the EWEF a percentage of the savings generated is rolled back into the fund each year
for the life of the project (once the seed funding has been repaid), after verification of the savings. This
system allows the fund to grow, encourages the EWAG to select projects that have fast returns on
investment, and provides seed funding for larger projects down the track.
Additional detailed information is available at: http://greenbillion.org/

14
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ENERGY & WATER ACTION GROUP

KEY STAKEHOLDERS & INTERACTIONS:
Estate Directorate
Finance and Business Services

RESOURCES REQUIRED:
Seed funding to start EWEF

LONG
term

PRIORITY: HIGH

TIMEFRAME: Commence in 2015, then
ongoing

Returns in: SHORT

15 PROCUREMENT
PRIMARY TASK BREAKDOWN:
Integrate Sustainable Procurement
into the Procurement process.
Embed the Qld Government Sustainable
Procurement Road Map into all JCU
procurement activities

MEDIUM
LONG
term

DESCRIPTION:
Sustainable procurement conceptually comprises three dimensions, sometimes referred to as the triple
bottom line: social, environmental and economic sustainability.
Implementing sustainable procurement involves balancing the different and sometimes competing
priorities that occur across these three dimensions. Thus, during a procurement, certain aspects of
sustainability may be prioritised over others, depending on the inherent nature of the goods/services,
relevant sustainability impacts and supply market conditions.
Key environmental issues which might be considered over the life cycle of the goods/service include:
• Improved air quality by reducing or eliminating emissions to air (e.g. greenhouse gases, such as carbon
dioxide, and other pollutants).
• Reduced use of water (e.g. water saving or efficiency).
• Improved water quality by reducing or eliminating releases to water (e.g. chemical pollution of water
TEACHING & RESEARCH AREAS:
courses).
All
• Improved soil quality by reducing or
eliminating releases to land (e.g. chemical
fertilisers).
KEY STAKEHOLDERS & INTERACTIONS:
Users and governance bodies of JCU • Reduced demand of raw materials and
natural resources (e.g. sustainable forestry,
Procurement processes, procedures and
biodiversity).
policies
• Reduced use of energy (e.g. energy
efficiency, use of renewable energy).
• Reduced energy emitted (e.g. heat,
RESOURCES REQUIRED:
radiation, vibration, noise).
• Reduced waste and by‐products (e.g.
Personnel
recycling and waste prevention).
BUSINESS CASE:
Sustainable procurement is a process whereby JCU meet their needs for goods, services and capital
projects, in a way that achieves value for money on a whole life basis in terms of generating benefits not
only to JCU, but also to society, the economy and the natural environment.
TIMEFRAME: Ongoing

PRIORITY: MEDIUM

PRIMARY TASK BREAKDOWN:
Refresh prefeasibility study for
Townsville campus
Develop prefeasibility study for Cairns
campus and Orpheus Island

TEACHING & RESEARCH AREAS:
Townsville, Cairns, DRO, Orpheus island
KEY STAKEHOLDERS & INTERACTIONS:
Estate Directorate
Consultants
Research personnel

LONG
term

BUSINESS CASE:
A prefeasibility study has shown we have the ability to install large scale PV solar arrays to the magnitude of
500 kW and wind energy turbines in the order of 1,000 kW with further diesel/gas generation of 4,000 kW
RESOURCES REQUIRED:
on our Townsville campus with similar expectations for Cairns.
Further investigation into the sizing and financial viability of this mix of embedded generation is required to Funding for prefeasibility studies
realise the potential advantages. Solar power is typically used to reduce peak demand during daylight hours
and if available wind energy is a 24hr demand reduction, critical for the evening peak load expected
between 5pm and 7pm when solar energy is waning. Diesel/gas generation is a known power resource
which can be used for peak load side management, redundancy and future proofing the sites power
infrastructure.
TIMEFRAME: 1 – 3 years

PRIORITY: MEDIUM

MEDIUM

DESCRIPTION:
Standards Australia defines a ‘smart grid’ as “an electricity system incorporating electricity and
communications networks, that can intelligently integrate the actions of parties connected to it”.
The implicit assumption in smart grids is that energy may be generated and used anywhere on the grid –
in 2010, the Australian Government committed approximately $100 million in funding to the Ausgrid
consortium for a 3 year period of Smart Grid, Smart City trials, which found the potential for a net
economic benefit of up to $28 billion ($2014) over the next 20 years
from the deployment of smart grid technologies in Australia.
There are vast differences across Australia’s electricity grid, from highly populated suburban areas to
sparsely populated rural areas, and different smart grid technologies are better suited in different
circumstances. For less densely populated rural networks, there are proven in‐grid technologies which
can assist in improving the reliability and cost of managing the grid.
Townsville and Cairns campuses do not contain embedded
generation in a useful form ‐ this is one of the major elements
missing for a “smart grid” network for our campuses .
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Returns in: SHORT

ENERGY GENERATION OPPORTUNITIES

vi

CONTRIBUTORS

We would like to thank everyone for their valued contributions to the content and intent of this report, especially:
Estate Directorate:
Hilary Kavanagh – Director
Matthew Joyce – Deputy Director; Planning & Development
Robyn Fallon – Deputy Director, Operations
Caroline Frauenstein – Manager, Infrastructure Services
Dana Alexander – Manager, Information and Space Planning
Adam Connell – Manager, Environment
Troy Morris – Technical Officer
Information & Communications Technology:
Nigel Foxwell – Manager, ICT Strategy and Enterprise Architecture
John Newitt – Manager Network Services
Financial & Business Services:
Richie Woods – Manager, Strategic Procurement

ABBREVIATIONS
AITHM:
BAU:
BMS:
CDC:
CEP:
CHW:
CNS:
CRC:
DRO:
ED:
EFTSL:
EECL:
EMS:
ESD:
EWAG:
EWEF:
FM:
GFA:
GJ:
GRF:
HVAC:

Australian Institute of Tropical Health and Medicine
Business as usual
Building Management System
Campus District Cooling, comprising CEP, TEST & in‐ground CHW
piping
Central Energy Plant
Chilled Water
Cairns
Cairns Regional Council
Daintree Rainforest Observatory, a JCU research facility
Estate Directorate
Equivalent Full Time Student Load
Ergon Energy Corporation Ltd
Energy Management System
Environmental Sustainable Design
Energy Water Action Group
Energy Water Efficiency Fund
Facilities Management
Gross Floor Area
Giga Joule, an energy measure
Green revolving fund
Heat Ventilation Air Conditioning

vii
IM:
Information Management
JCU:
James Cook University
klitre: kilolitre
kW:
kilowatt, an electrical power measure
kWh: kilowatt hour, an electrical power measure
LPG:
Liquid Petroleum Gas
m2:
metres squared
MEX: Maintenance EXpert software
MW: Megawatt, an electrical power measure
OI/OIRS:Orpheus Island, a JCU research facility
PV:
Photovoltaic
SAC:
Sustainability Advisory Committee
SAG:
Sustainability Action Group
SMARTER: Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, Time‐targeted
objectives ‐ Evaluated and Re‐evaluated
SEWMP: Strategic Energy and Water Management Plan
SMG: Senior Management Group at JCU
TCC:
Townsville City Council
TSV:
Townsville

